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/ ,$'o, UNITED STATES -,

[ j 3 v.c i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
\^ .t W ASHINGTON, D.C. 2C555-

*3%' v 4]j
q,

July 23, 1990.....

OFFICE OF THE
INSPECTOR GENERAL

e

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Carr
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Curtiss-

Commissioner Remick

kQ , % l%C

FROM: Dhvid C. Williams
Inspector General

SUELTECT: INSPECTION OF NRC STAFF'S REVIEW OF PILGRIM-
OFF-SITE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

The enclosed Office of the Inspector. General (OIG) Report of
Inspection responds to allegations concerning the-NRC staff's
testimony of the-status of off-site emergency preparedness during
the-Oqtober 14 and Decraber 9, 1988,~~ Commission meetings. These
eaetin F w 6 nducted to lisider the restart of the Pilgrim
Nuclear Power Station.

The NRC staff reviewed a. draft of this report and provided-their
comments. We have included the complete text of their comments
and our response to their comments-as Appendix I to the-report.

If you have an'y questions regarding the OIG's report, I will be'
,

happy-to meet with you at your convenience.

Enclosure:
Report of Inspection

cc: J. Taylor, EDO
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EXECUTIVE-SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

This inspection was initiated by tha Office of the Inspector
General (OIG) based on two letters received in June and July
1989. The first letter from David L. Quaid, a resident of
Duxbury, Massachusetts, alleged that Nuclear Regulatory.

commission-(NRC) staff provided inaccurate off-site emergency
preparedness information to the NRC Commission during October 14
and December 9, 1988, Commission meetings on the restart of the

,

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station (Pilgrim). The second letter was
forwarded to OIG by the NRC Region I Administrator. This letter
was addressed to Senator John Glenn, Jr., from Citizens Urging
Responsible Energy, a non-profit citizen action group, and it
alleged that during the October 14, 1988,-Commission meeting,-
officials of Region I misrepresented to the NRC Commission
certain facts regarding the status of off-site emergency-planning
at Pilgrim. As-we looked into the NRC staff's statements during
the Commission meetings on Pilgrim restart, we identified an
additional concern with respect to the thoroughness of the

-

staff's assessment of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness.
Specifically, our inspection addressed the following issues:

1. The adequacy of the NRC staff's assessment of Pilgrim
off-site emergency preparedness.

2. The accuracy of the information provided by the staff to
the NRC Commission during the meetings in October and
December 1988.

| BACKGROUND

The-Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is the lead
federal agency responsible for reviewing State and local
government emergency preparedness plans.- At the conclusion of
its-review, FEMA submits its findings and determinations to NRC.
Specifically, FEMA is concerned with the adequacy of emergency
preparedness by the communities located within a 10 mile 1 radius
outside the perimeter of a nuclear power plant. This area is
referred to as the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ). NRC has the
primary responsibility for assessing.the adequacy of-licensee on-
site emergency plans. - On-site emergency planning' addresses the-
actions to be taken by the licensee within the_ perimeter:of the
nuclear plant in the. event of an. accident. The NRC must.also:
review FEMA findings and determinationsfconcerning off-site-

.

emergency preparedness and decide whether the integrated state ofi

1 on-site and'off-site emergency preparedness will provide
reasonable _ assurance that adequate protective measures can and,

will be taken in the event of a' radiological. emergency at the
plant.

.

v -, ---e,- -em,%w.- . , , - , , - [ -- %,,,,y .a,..v ..~..,--,-,-c, -w - e mu - w n%,- --rv---.c ,----, ,, - , , +
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Pilgrim was shut down by Boston Edison Company (BECO) in April
1986 due to equipment and operational problems. NRC confirmed
BECO's intention to keep the station shut down uatil corrections
ware made. In August 1987, while Pilgrim was still shut down,
FEMA issued a report on the adequacy of off-site emergency
preparedness for Pilgrim. The report concluded that off-site
emergency plans and procedures were not adequate to protect the ,

public health and safety in the event of an accident at the
plant. Consequently, FEMA withdrett its 1982 interim finding of
adequacy for Pilgrim, NRC did not take any enforcement action as ,

a result of the deterioration of off-site emergency-preparedness;
however, the NRC staff judged the deficiencies idantified by FEMA
to be serious enough that they stated Pilgrim would not be
permit'ted to restart until improvements were made and the staff
observed some demonstration of the improvements. The NRC staff
did not specify the improvements they considered necersary or the
nature of the demonstration.

FEMA began a review of the revised Pilgrim off-site emergency
preparedness plans shortly after publication of its August 1987
report. In early 1988, the URC staff realized that the equipment
and operational problems at Pilgrim which forced the plant to
shut down were being resolved, and it was apparent that Pilgrim
would be operationally ready for restart before the ongoing FEMA
review of off-site emergency preparedness was completed. To
avoid any possible delay in the restart, the Director, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC, made the decision to have the
NRC staff conduct an assessment of off-site emergency
preparedness. It is not regular practice for the NRC staff to
assess off-site emergency preparedness. Based on their
asse sment, the NRC staff concluded that sufficient progress had
been made in correcting the off-site emergency preparedness
deficiencies identified by FEMA to provide reasonable assurance
that adequate protective measures could and would be taken in the
event of a radiological emergency at the plant.

At the October 14, 1988, Commission meeting to consider the
restart of Pilgrim, the staff presented their findings and they
recommended to the Commission that it authorize Pilgrim to
restart. The Commission did not vote on the restart of Pilgrim
during this meeting, howevar, and a second Commission meeting was
held on December 9, 1988. At the December Commission meeting,
although the FEMA review of the revised off-site emergency plans
was still not completed, the staff again recommended that Pilgrim

'be permitted to restart. On December 21, 1988, the Commission
authorized EECO to restart Pilgrim and to begin a controlled
power ascension program.

.

As noted above, NRC is required to review the report of FEMA
findings and determinations before arriving at a final reasonable,

assurance conclusion. NRC need not agree with or accept the FEMA
findings. Although a FEMA review of the revised Pilgrim off-

.
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site emergency plans was ongoing during 1988, the NRC staff
considered the requirement for NRC to review a FEMA report to be
satisfied by their review of the August 1987 FEMA report as they
determined whether there was reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures could and would be taken in the event of an
emergency at Pilgrim.

In a petition before the United States Court of Appeals for the~

First Circuit, the Commonwealth of Massa.husetts contended the
NRC abused its discretion by allowing Iulgrim to restart despite
problems with the emergency plans. In a June 29, 1989, ruling,'

the court stated that by reviewing the August 1987 FEMA findings
the NRC acted properly in reaching its final reasonable assurance
conclusion.

FINDINGS

Based on the information developed during this inspection, we
found (1) the assessment by the NRC staff of Pilgrim off-site
emergency preparedness was not balanced or thorough; and (2)
certain information provided by the staff concerning the status
of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness during the October and
December 1988 Commission meetings was inaccurate.

&DEOUACY OF THE NRC ASSESSMENT OF PILGFIM
OFF-SITE EMERGENCY PREFAREDNESS

The NRC staff's assessment of off-site emergencv preparedness at
Pilgrim was neither balanced nor thorough. Prior to the October
14, 1988, meeting, the staff conducted little firsthand review of

| off-site emergency preparedness at the local level and had
| minimal contact with local officials who had the primary

| responsibility for developing off-site emergency plans and
procedures. Instead, NRC staff relied on information obtained
from the Boston Edison Company (BECO). FEMA, on the other hand,
interacts with and receives information from State and local
emergency planning officials when conducting its review of off-
site emergency preparedness. We believe that in light of BECO's
vested interest in restarting Pilgrim, BECO was not the best
source for the NRC staff to rely on for information on the status
of off-site emergency preparedness. The NRC staff could have
obtained firsthand information on the status of Pilgrim off-site
emergency preparedness by meeting with responsible local
officials prior to the October meeting to vote on the restart of

. Pilgrim.
|

The NRC staff learned from BECO that all emergency implementing
procedures for the EPZ communities had been submitted to the, ~
State for technical review with the exception of five procedures
for the Towns of Plymouth and Duxbury. During the October 14,
1988, Commission meeting, the staff reported this status and
concluded that it evidenced considerable progress towards

- . _
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resolution of emergency preparedness issues. The NRC staff-
reported this information to the Commission without first
verifying it with the emergency planning officials .a the EPZ
communities. Had NRC staff discussed the status of the emergency

-

implementing procedures with local officials, they would have
learned the information was not correct. According to Plymouth
and Duxbury officials, none of the implementing procedures (about
130 procedures) for these communities had even been approved for -

submission to the State. In fact, many of these procedures were
still being developed. -

On a number of issues the NRC staff received different
information from various credible sources. This information
included the expected number of special needs persons, the
population of the beaches, and the effect of monthly lunar high
tides on the ability to evacuate Saguish Beach. The staff did
not reconcile the differences or validate the information they
reportec.

''

ACCURACY OF INFORMATION PRESENTED
AT THE COMMISSION MEETINGS

It was clear to the NRC staff that it was their responsibility to
provide the NRC Commission with an accurate presentation of the
status cf off-site emergency preparedness at Pilgrim. However,
certain information the staff provided during the October ar.d
December _1988-Commission meetings was inaccurate. During the
October 14, 1988, Commission meeting, the NRC_ staff said they_had
met with local emergency planning officials and had-conducted
numerous-public meetings to discuss off-site emergency
preparedness plans and procedures. We found that the NRC staff

'

did not make their first visits to-the EPZ communities to meet
with local emergency planning officials until after the October
Commission meeting. . Additionally, the_ numerous public meetings
referred to_by the staff were not held-to discuss off-site
emergency preparedness issues.and did not involve meaningful
dialogue between NRC staff and local emergency planning ,

officials.

We found that the statement by.the NRC staff during the October
14, 1988, Commission meeting that they had toured-the EPZ areas
with special emp asis on the beaches was also inaccurate. The
"special emphasi:.d on the-beachea involved a single March 1988-
tour of Duxbury and Saguish beaches that was provided tu one
staff member by Mr. Quaid, a private-citizen. No local officials

,_

accompanieci them on the tour.

During.the October 14, 1988, Commission meeting, the NRC staff-
also made inaccurate statements about the situation on the '

beaches located in the EPZ. In one instance,=the-NRC staff
responded to a Commissioner's direct question by reporting that
no one remained on Saguish Beach overnight. This statement was

,

'

!.

!
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inaccurate because the staff did not clarify that there are
several hundred homes on Saquish Beach, some of which are
occupied 24 hours a day. According to the staff member he
provided this answer because he knew where the question was
heading, i.e, were there any hotels, motels, or camp grounds on
the beach. Based on this interpretation he did not elaborate.
Also, during the December 9, 1988, Commission meeting, the NRC
staff told the Commission that the Saquish Beach summer
population wrs less than 700. The NRC staff did not recall the
source of this population figure, and they could not explain to

,

us why they thought it was more accurate than the latger numbers
'

made available to them by local citizens. However, we note that
'

in February 1989, after Pilgrim was authorized to restart, the
NRC staff agreed with local emergency planning officials that a
Saquish Beach population of between 2,000 al.d 4,000 for most
summer weekends and perhaps 5,000 cn holiday weekends was

3reasonably accurate.

CONCLUSIONS

The staffs' assessment of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness
was neither balanced nor thorough. They did not contact
responsible emergency planning officials in a timely manner, they
did not reconcile differences in credible information they
received from various sources, and in some cases they did not
validate information they accepted. The NRC staff was
responsibia for providing an accurate presentation of the status
of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness for the Commission's
consideration. However, portions of the staft's presentations
during the October 14 and December 9, 1988, Commission meetings
were inaccurate. This inaccurate i.nformation includes the extent
of the staff's interaction with local emergency planning
officials and the situation on the beaches located in the EPZ.

NRC STAFF COMMENTS

On June 27, 1990, the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
formally responded to the findings in our report. We have
reviewed the comments and where appropriate the comments have
been incorporated into our report. We are including the entire
text of the staff's comments and our response to each of the
staff's comments as Appe.tdix I to the report.

t
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REPORT OF INSPECTICC

INTRODUCTION

In a June 25, 1989, letter to the Office of the Inspector General -

(OIG), Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Mr. David L. Quaid, a c

resident of Duxbury, Massachusetts, requested an immediate
-

investigation into his allegation that the NRC staff had provided
inaccurate information to the NRC Commission with respect to off-
site emergency preparedness at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
(Pilgrim). In his letter, Mr. Quaid outlined what he believed to

*

be false and distorted statements by the staff regarding the
safety of persons using the Plymouth and Duxbury, Massachusetts
beaches in the event of a radiological emergency at Pilgrim.
These statements were allegedly made by the staff during
Comruission meetings held on October 14 and December 9, 1988,
regarding the restart of Pilgrim.

In a July 27, 1989, memorandum, William T. Russell,
Administrator, Region I, NRC, forwarded to OIG a copy of a letter
addressed to Senator John Glenn, Jr., Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs, from Citizens Urging
Responsible Energy, a non-profit citizen action group. The
letter to Senator Glenn alleged that officials of NRC Region I
misrepre'ented facts regarding the statum of emergency plannings
for Pilgrim during the Commission meeting on October 14, 1938.

Based on these letters, an OIG inspection was initiated. As we
looked into the NRC staff's statements during the Commission
meetings on Pilgrim restart, we identified an additional concern
with respect to the thoroughness of the staff's assessment of

,

Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness. Specifically, our
inspection addressed the following issues:

1. The adequacy of the NRC staff's assessment of Pilgrim
off-site emergency preparedness.

>

2. The accuracy of the information proviced by the staff to
the NRC Commission during meetings in October and December
1988.

BACKGROUND

The Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station is located four miles southeast
of Plymouth, Massachusetts. Located in the Pilgrim Emergency -

Planning Zone (EPZ) are the Towns of Plymouth, Duxbury, Carver,
Marshfield, and Kingston, Massachusetts. Also located in the EPZ
are nine beaches pt.tronized by vacationers. The EPZ is the area ,

surrounding a commercial nuclear power facility that is used in
off-site emergency planning. For commercial nuclear power
plants, the plume EPZ extends for a radiun of 10 miles around
each plant.

m
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Appropriation Authorization,
dated June 30, 1980, (Public Law 9 -295) and implementing
regulations (contained in Title 10 and Title 44 of the Code of
Federal Regulations) identify the Fed 9ral Emergency Management

.

Agency (FEMA) as the lead federal agency for reviewing emergency
- planning and preparedness activities of State and local

governments with respect to nuclear facilitiec. FEMA's emergency
preparedness responsibilities include the review of the adequacy .

and the implementation capability of emergency plans of the.

communities located within the 10 mile EPZ. FEMA must report the
findings and determinations of its review to NRC. NRC is
responsible for assessing the adequacy of licensee on-site
emergency plans. The on-site emergency planning specifically
addresses the actions to be taken within the perimeter of the
plant in the event of an accident. The NRC must also make a
final determination about whether the integrated state of on-
site and off-site emergency preparedness will provide reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken
in the event of a radiological emergency at the plant. The NRC
is required to review FEMA's findings and determinations
concerning off-site emergency preparedness before reaching its
final conclusion.

Boston Edison Company (BECO), the licensee, was issued an
operating license for Pilgrim on September 15, 1972. Pilgrim was
in commercial operation until April 12, 1986, when it was shut
'own by BECO due tc aquipvent and operational problems. NRC,
Region I, subsequently issued a Confirmatory Action Letter
confirming BECO's intent to keep the plant shut down until the
problems were corrected.

On' August.4, 1987, FEMA issued a report entitled "9C .nitiated
Review and Interim Findings for the Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station". This report documented FEMA's just completed analysis
of the adequacy of the off-site emergency preparedness plans for
Pilgrim. The FEMA report concluded that Massachusetts off-site
radiological emergency planning and preparedness were not
adequate to protect the public-health and safety in the EPZ in
the event of an accident at Pilgrim. Consequently, FEMA withdrew
its 1982 interim finding of adequacy with respect to off-site
emergency preparedness at Pilgrim.

Pilgrim was still shut down at the time FEMA issued its Auguct
1987 report, and the NRC took no enforcement action as a result'

of the FEMA report. However, the NRC staff judged the
deficiencies to be significant enough that they stated the plant

- would not be permitted to restart until improvements were made in
the emergency plans and they observed some demonstration of the
improvements. The staff did not specify the nature or the
improvements or demonstration they required. Further, because
off-site emergency procedures were being revised, the biennial ;

&

O
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full participation emergency preparedness exercise scheduled for
the Fall of 1987 was waived at the request of BECO. The purpose
of '', regulatory required exercise is to test the ability of
Stat. and local government emergency personnel to adequately
assess and respond to an accident at a commercial nuclear power
olant. BECO continued te request and NRC continued to waive this
exercise through 1988 because the off-site emergency preparedness ,

plans and procedures were still being rerised.

FEMA's review of the revised Pilgrim off-site emergency
*

preparedness plans began shortly after publishing its August 1987
report. In early 1988, the NRC staff realized that the equipment
and operational problems at Pilgrim which forced the plant to
shut down were being resolved to NRC's satisfaction, ar d it was
apparent that Pilgrim would be operationally ready for /m h:r ;
before the ongoing FEMA review of off-site emergency f r, 6 .y. c
was completed. Therefore, sithough not the regula'.y .<tae _ exo
Director of NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regu'./.iJ, A c. # ' co
have the NRC staf f conduct an assessment of off- it< 'u n 'an* ,
preparedness to avoid a possible delay in the re, t;- + -f P4_ grim.
The staff's review began in the Summer of 1988.

~

In an August 22, 1988, letter to th'e Massachusetts Executive
Office of Public Safety, FEMA discussed the status of its ongoing
review of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness. FEMA
acknowledged the efforts of the State and the local communities
to upgrade emergency preparedness, and it reported it had
completed informal technical assistance reviews of draft
radiological emergency response plans for all the EPZ communities
except one. FEMA recognized there had been some progress in
improving and upgrading local plans; however, overall the plans
remained incomplete, lacked specific details in certain areas,,

| and did not include implementing procedures. Additionally, the
| status of the Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency Area II plan for

Pilgrim was obsolete in many respects and needed upgrading and
republishing. .A full formal technical review of off-site
planning for Pilgrim could not be completed by FEMA until revised
State and Pilgrim area plans were submitted along with complete
supporting local plans. FEMA also stated that full implementing
procedures, Letters of Agreement, revised public information
brochures, and training modules had to be submitted for a formal
technical review.

NRC is required to review the findings and determinations of a
FEMA review of off-site emergency preparedness before arriving at -

+. final reasonable assurance conclusion. Since the results of
the ongoing FEMA review of the revised emergency plans would not
be available by the time Pilgrim was operationally ready for . ;
restart, the NRC staff decided to use their review of the I

findings in FEMA's August 1987 report in reaching their final '

reasonable assurance conclusion. Based on the NRC staff's review |

of the FEMA report and Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness, !

|.
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the staff believed that sufficient progress had been made to
warrant a reasonable assurance conclusion that adequate
protective measures could and would be taken in the event of a
radiological emergency at the power plant.

At the October 14, 1988, Commission meeting to consider the
restart of Pilgrim, the NRC staff told the Commission they.

believed the equipment and operational problems that were the
basis for the Pilgrim shut down were resolved and the facility
was ready for restart. The staff also stated they recognized
that more work needed to be done before the NRC could receive a
FEMA finding of adequacy; however, based on their review of off-
site emergency preparedness in the Pilgrim EPZ, they reported to
the Commission their belief there was reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures could and would be taken in the
event of an accident at Pilgrim. Consequently, the staff
recommended to the Commission that it authorize Pilgrim to
restart. The Commission decided at this meeting that it needed
more time to reflect on what it had been told and to allow for
more progress in improving the state of off-site emergency
preparedness. The Commission did not vote on the restart of
Pilgrim during the October 1988 meeting.

' A second Commission meeting was held on December 9, 1988. During
this meeting the NRC staff acknowledged to the Commission that
more work needed to be done by FEMA and State and local
governments to improve Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness
before the NRC could receive a finding of adequacy from FF.MA.
However, the NRC staff again told the Commission that as a result
of their review of the improvements made in off-site emergency
preparedness, they believed there was reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures could and would be taken in the
event of an accident at Pilgrim. On December 21, 1988, the NRC
Commission authorized BECO to restart Pilgrim and begin a
controlled power ascension program.

As noted above, NRC is required to review the report of FEMA
findings and determinations before arriving at a final reasonable
assurance conclusion. NRC, however, need not agree with or
accept the FEMA findings. Although a FEMA review of the Pilgrim
revised off-site emergency plans was ongoing during 1988, the NRC
staff considered the requirement for NRC to review a FEMA report
to be satisfied by their review of the August 1987 FEMA report as
they determined whether there was reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures could and would be taken in the-

event of an emergency at Pilgrim.

. In a petition before the United States Court of Appe-1.s for the
First Circuit, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts contended the
NRC abused its discretion by allowing Pilgrim to restart despite
problems with the emergency plans. In a June 29, 1989. ruling,

-

.. ..

-- ___-_ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the court stated NRC acted properly in reviewing the August 1987
FEMA findings when reaching its final conclusion.

FINDINGS

Based on the information daveloped during this inspection, we
found, (1) the assessment conducted by the NRC staff of Pilgrim -

off -site emergency preparedness was neither balanced nor
thorough; and (2) certain information provided by the staff
concerning the status of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparednecs *

.

during the October and December 1988 Commission meetings was
inaccurate.,,

Details on each finding are presented in the following nections.*

5

ADEOUACY OF THE NRC ASSESSMENT OF PILGRIM
OFF-SITE EMERGENCY PREPAREDERSE

The NRC staff recognized the significance of the deficiencies
identified by FEMA in its August 1987 report and stated that
Pilgrim would not be permitted to restart until improvements were
made and some demonstration of the improvements was observed.
Although FEMA had already begun its review of Pilgrim off-site
emergency preparedness, the NRC staff initiated their own
assessment of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness rather than
wait for FEMA to complete its review and issue a report. During
the October 14 and December 9, 1988, Commission meetings, the NRC
staff told the Comnission that base. on their assessment of
Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness they concluded there was
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures could and
would be taken in the event of an emergency at Pilgrim. We

,

found, however, that the NRC assessrent was not balanced or
thorough.

Prior to the October 14, 1988, Commission meeting to possibly
vote on the restart of Pilgrim, the Region I, NRC staff had notmet with local officials responsible for preparing off-site
emergency preparedness plans and procedures, and with the
exception of one EPZ community, the staff had not reviewed the
local, revised, off-site emergency implementing procedures. The
staff told us they could assess the status of off-site emergency
preparedness by the five EPZ communities based on information ;

obtained from BECO. However, BECO is not responsible for off-
site emergency preparedness. FEMA, on the other hand, interacts
with and receives information from State and local government *

officials during its review of off-site emergency plans and
procedures. We believe in light of BECO's vested interest in
restarting Pilgrim, BECO was not the NRC staff's best source of -

information on the status of off-site emergency preparedness.
The NRC staff could have obtained firsthand information on the
status of off-site emergency preparedness by meeting with local
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officials in the EPZ communities prior to the October meeting to
possibly vote on the restart of Pilgrim.

To illustrate the above, the staff reported during the October
1988 Commission meeting that all emergency implementing proce-
dures for the EPZ communities-had been submitted to the State for
technical review with the exception of five procedures forl -

Plymouth and Duxbury. The staff concluded that this evidenced
considerable progress towards resolution of emergency
preparedness issues. This information was obtained from BECO and.

reported to the commission without first discussing it with the
emergency planning officials in the EPZ communities. Had NRC
staff discussed the status of procedures with local officials,
they would have discovered that the information was not correct.
According to Plymouth and Duxbury officials, none of their
implementing procedures (about-130 procedures) had been approved
for submission to the State for technical review, and many of
these procedures were still being developed and reviewed by local
officials.

Following the October 14, 1988, Commission meeting, NRC staff did
visit each EPZ community once and discussed emergencyfplanning
issues with local planning officials. During these meetings the
local officials reported to the NRC staff that more work had to
be done before they sould be ready to implement the plans. While
at the local sites, the NRC staff did not review the draft local
emergency implementing procedures that were available.

In 1987 while Pilgrim was shut down, NRC waived the regulatory
requirement that BECO conduct a biennial,-full participation
emergency preparedness exercise. The-last exercise conducted by
BECO at Pilgrim was in 1985, and the next exercise was scheduled
for the Fall of 1987. NRC continued to waive this requirement

i

: through 1988-because the revised off-site emergency plans and
procedures were not complete; therefore, no emergency
preparedness exercise was conducted to demonstrate the viability

! of the revised emergency plans-and procedures before the
| Commission-authorized Pilgrim to restart. - Consequently, we
I believe it was even more important that the NRC staff assessment

should have included a thorough on location review of off-site
l emergency preparedness. This would have provided the staff the
'

opportunity to observe the improvements and remaining-
deficiencies in off-site emergency _ preparedness, and it would
have enabled the staff to report more accurate information during

' the October and December 1988 Commission meetings.

On a number of issues various credible sources provided the NRC
staff with different information. However, the staff did not-

reconcile these differences or determine the_ validity of certain
information they reported to the Commission during the-October
and December 1988 meetings. The staff also did,not inform the >

Commission of the existence.of conflicting information. For |

.

, i- - m..- ...-e- ,,, .w , , , , ,,,w.- r -- --,-w, + , , , - , ,e-,.-, ,
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example, prior to the October 1988 Commission meeting, the staff
was made aware of information in the United States Disability-
Census indicating that the expected number of special needs
persons in the total population was many times higher than the
number provided by the staff to the Commission. Although the
staff did not review the census or ascertain the validity of the
number _they q:oted to the Commission, they told us-they did not
believe the etasus figures were accurate for Pilgrim. Itether, *

the NRC staff was aware of information on the effect of thn
monthly lunar high tides on egress from Saquish Beach and on the

,

population of the beaches that differed from the information-they .

provided the Commission. Again, the NRC staff did not reconcile
the differences.

During the December meeting the NRC staff informed the Commission
that the form and content of the Letters of Agreement between the
State and transportation providers-had been approved by the State
and that the Massacnusetts Emergency Public Information Brochure
was being finalized and was scheduled for distribution during
that month. The NRC staff-tid not confirm this information with'
the Massachusetts Office of Public Safety before presenting it tc
the commission. Massachusetts officials later disagreed with
these statements.

,

The 1987 FEMA report identified as deficient the evacuation plans
for public and private schools and day-care' centers, the special-
needs population, and the transportation-dependent populatione
At the_ October 14, 1988, Commission meeting,;the:NRC staff
reported they had audited six trhiningLsessions-for-
tranrportation providers, a total of.50 bus and-ambulance-
drivers. The staff stated that'this_ served as aibasis for ,

concluding that significant progress had'been madeTinEimproving
emergency plans and procedures for schools _audiday_ care centers,
and the_special needs and transportation dependentfpop.lations.
We found, however, that"more;than 6000 persons hadIbeen=
identified as needing: emergency response _ training in1various
disciplines with transportation providersibeing'only-one; segment-
of:this total. ;The validity of the-NRC staff's sweeping _
conclusion that significant^ progress had been made_iniall of;the.
reported areas seems questionable.considering the NRC staffjonly
reviewed the training offless than-one percent offthe personnel-

requiringLtraining and in'only one functional area -

ACCURACY OF-INFORMATION PRESENTEQ;
M_JEE COMMISSION MEMDiga

,

It was clear to_the NRC rtaff thatstheir:renponsibility was to
provide the NRC Commission with an accurateipresentation-oftthe
status-of off-site emergency' preparedness _at" Pilgrim._ However, '

,# duringLthe Commissiott ?oeetings on the rentart of Pilgriu, the NRC
staff provided certain information that was' inaccurate.t For-
example, at the October 14, 1988,. Commission ~ meeting, the NRC

- q-
,

'l
,
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Region I branch chief responsible for the review of Pilgrim off-
site emergency preparedness stated that to assess the progress ini

improving off-site emergency preparedness at Pilgrim, the staff
had discussed the issues with local emergency planning officials'

and had attended numerous public meetings in the area. We found
that it was not until after the October Commission meeting that
the NRC staff made their first visits to the EPZ communities and

'

met with local emergency planning officials. The branch chief*

told us his statement that staff had discussed the issues with-

local officials was based on the discussions between NRC staff
and private citizens which were held during the numerous public*

meetings he mentioned. However, the public meetings referred to
by the branch chief were not held to discuss off-site emergency
preparedness issues. These public meetings did not involve

: meaningful dialogue between the NRC staff and local planning
officials regarding off-site emergency preparedness issues. In

| fact, at one of these meetings, the NRC staff informed the
: audience that emergency preptuedness issues raised by the

audience would be forwarded to the appropriate federal agency.
4

'
During the October Commission meeting the NRC staff stated they
had toured the EPZ areas with special emphasis on the beaches and

! the local Emergency Operations Centers (EOC), We found that the
"special emphasis" on the beaches was limited to a single March
1988 tour of Duxbury and Saguish beaches that was provided to one
staff member by Mr. Quaid, a private ci.tizen. No local officials
accompanied them on the tour. Similarly, with respect to the
"special emphasis" on tours of the EOCs, we were told-this

,

comment was based on one visit by this staff member to the
i Duxbury EOC to review the habitability of the structure in the -

i event of an emergency. During this. visit there was no discussion
' of the status-of Duxbury emergency preparedness. In addition to

the visit to the Duxbury EOC, the same staff member occasionally-
visited the Plymouth EOC, located in the rear of the Plymouth
Memorial Hall, following public meetings held in the hall. The
visits to the Plymouth EOC were not official and did not involve
a tour of the EOC or a briefing by Plymouth emergency planning
officials.

4

During the October Commission meeting, the NRC staff made
inaccurate statements about the situation on the beaches located
in the EPZ. In response to a Commissioner's direct question, the
NRC staff reported that no one remained on Saguish Beach
overnight. This statement was inaccurate because the staff did
not clarify that there are several hundred homes on Saguish.

Beach, some of which are occupied 24 hours a day. We were told
that the reason the staff member provided that answer was because

, , he knew where the Commissioner was headed-with that question,
i.e, were there any hotels, motels, or camp grounds on the beach.

i Based on his interpretation of the question he answered no and
did not elaborate. Additionally, the-staff's comment during the
October meeting'that during monthly lunar high tides Saquish

i

f D
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Beach i.. isolated for four hours a month was an understatement.
We found that at the time of the meeting the staff had
in'ormation from a credible source that indicated a more accurate
f!c ure was at least 20 hours a month; however, the higher figure
was not provided to the Commission for its consideration.

As noted in the acequacy section of this report, during the
i October meeting the NRC staff told the Commission that with the -

exception of five procedures for Plymouth and Duxbury, all
emergency implementing procedures for the EPZ communities had

1 been submitted to the State for technical review. This statement .

was not accurate because about 130 implementing procedures for
Plymouth and Duxbury had not been submitted. The staff
subsequently corrected errors in the transcript of the October
14, 1988, meeting with respect to the number of implementing
procedures submitted to the State by Plymouth and Duxbury and
provided a copy of the corrected transcript to the Commission and
to the State. However, the purpose of the October meeting was to
discuss and possibly vote on the restart of Pilgrim; therefore,
had the Commission voted during the October meeting, their vote
would have been based, in part, on inaccurate information.

During the December 9, 1988, Commission meeting, the NRC staff
told the Commission that the Saguish Beach summer population was
less th7n 700. The staff did not recall the source of this
pcpulation figure, and they could not explain why they thought it
was more accurate than the larger numbers made available to them
by othe sources. We noted, however, that in February 1989,
after Pilgrim was authorized to restart, the NRC staff agreed
with local emergency planning officials that a Saguish Beach
population of between 2,000 and 4,000 for most summer weekends
and perhaps 5,000 on holiday weekends was reasonably accurate,
Additiovially, during the December meeting _the staff reported to,

the Commission that several EPZ school committees had yet to
approve the school implementing procedures. This statement was
inaccurate because, as the staff learned during their visits to
the EPZ communities during late October and early November 1988,
none of the school committees had approved these procedures.

Further, as we stated in the adequacy section of this report,
because the staff did not confirm certain irdormation with State
officials, the Commission received inaccurate information during
the December meeting concerning the status of the Massachusetts
Emergency Public Information Brochure and the Letters of
Agreement between the State and transportation providers.

,

CONCLU6 IONS

The staffs' assessment of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness
'

was neitner balanced nor thorough. They did not contact
responsible emergency planning of t'icials in a timely manner, they
did not reconcile differences in credible information they

|c

9
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received fro:n various sources, _and in some cases they did not
validate information they accepted. The NRC staff was
responsible for providing an accurate presentation of the status
of Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness for the Commission's
consideration. However, portions of the staff's presentations
during the October 14 and December 9, 1988, Commission-meetings
were inaccurate. This inaccurate information includes the extent .

-

|
of the staff's interaction with local emergency planning
officials and the situation on the beaches located in the EPZ.

.

NRC STAFF COMMENTSi-

I
On June 27, 1990, the NRC Office of Nuclear Re. actor Regulation'

formally responded to the-findings in our report.. We have
reviewed-the comments and where appropriate the comments have-
been incorporated into our report. We are including the entire
text of the staff's comments and our response to each of the
staff's comments as Appendix-I to the report.

!

|
|

|

.
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APPENDIX I

OIG RESPONSE TO NRC BTAFF COMMENTS
.

OIG OVERALL RESPONSE
.

This OIG inspection was conducted in response to specific
allegations that during Commission meetings in October and
December 1988, the NRC staff provided inaccurate information that
misrepresented the status of Pilgrim off-site emergency
preparedness. Our inspection involved an in-depth review and
analysis of (1) the NRC staff activities as they conducted their
Pilgrim off-site emergency preparedness review, and (2) the
accuracy of the information the staff ultimately reported to the
Commission. Our report includes conclusions on the adequacy of
the staff review and the accuracy of certain information provided
to the Commission. It is not the OIG's responsibility to
duplicate the staff's technical analysis of the status of Pilgrim
emergency preparedness; therefore, we did not address the
Commission's decision to restart Pilgrir based on the information
provided it by the staff.

We provided the staff an opportunity to comment on our draft
report. In their comments, which begin on page 18, the NRC staff
provide a lengthy discussion of the-requirements in 10 CFR 50.47
and 10 CFR 50.54(s) concerning NRC and FEMA review '

responsibilities in connection with a power plant that has an
operating license. We are aware of the requirements in the CFR;
however, the staff's discussion of the CFR is not relevant to the
issues in our report. As we indicate above, our report addresses
the adequacy of the NRC staff's efforts as they conducted their
review of the status of off-site emergency preparedness at
Pilgrim as well as the accuracy of the information the staff
provided to the Commission,

Although our report does not take issue with the NRC staff
conducting the review (only with how they conducted it), we do
believe the NRC staff should have handled the technical matters
related to the Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) separately from
the finding in the August 1987 FEMA report--that Pilgrim's- ,

reasonable assurance was being withdrawn. In our opinion the NRC
staff should have made their off-site emergency preparedness
reasonable assurance determination-regarding Pilgrim near the

~

time the FEMA report was issued. If NRC determined tae state of
emergency preparedness "does not provide reasonable assurance"

i

then the 120 day clock should have started. The fact that during |

the Summer of 1988 the technical items addressed in the CAL were )
|

|

I

_ _ , _. -
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nearing completion and Pilgrim would soon be ready to restart,
should have had no impact on the timing of the NRC staff's
actions regarding the Pilgrim reasonable assurance determination.
The staff should have acted on the FEMA report regardless of the
status of the CAL.

.
Throughout their detailed comments (starting on page 23) the
staff refer to NRC participation on the FEMA Regional Assistance
Committee (RAC) to support their position that they were aware of
the status of implementing procedures prior to the October 1988
Commission meeting. Apparently, the staff believe they were able'

to conduct an NRC review of the status of the emergency
implementing procedures for the Pilgrim EPZ communities chrough
the NRC representative on the RAC. We do not believe that
participation by one staff member on a FEMA committee constitutes
an NRC staff review. Additionally, we note that at the time of
the October Commission meeting the RAC had received implementing
procedures from only one of the Pilgrim EPZ communities--
Marshfield.

Throughout their detailed comments, the staff refer to a memo
they prepared which they claim documents 31 meetings some of
which were held to discuss Pilgrim off-sitt emergency
preparedness. They also c'-im that, in a number of cases, local
officials were involved in meaningful dialogue at those meetings.
The staff present this information to address the statement we
make in our report that it was not until after the October
Commission meeting that the NRC staff made their first visits to
the EPZ communities to meet with and obtain input from the local
officials responsible for emergency preparedness. During our
inspection we reviewed this memo and other documents related to
the 31 meetings, and we continue to believe these documents
support our report. The title of the memo, which was prepared
and sent to the Commissioners following the October Commission
meeting, was " PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION MEETINGS REGARDING
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS." Although this title could lead the
reader to believe that these meetings were held to discuss
emergency preparedness, our review of the records of these
meetings disclosed that none were held for the purpose of
discussing off-site emergency preparedness, and they did not
involve meaningful dialogue with local emergency planning
officials. Had the staff taken the time to plan and conduct
meetings on emergency preparedness, they would have been';

announced in advance so the responsible local officials could
attend and carry on meaningful dialogue with NRC staff..

NRC staff comments begin on the following page.
.

.
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NRC STAFF COKMENTS ON PRINCIPAL ISSUE 8 RAISED IN THE DRAFT REPORT

The principal issues raised by the report are reflected in the
findings that (1) the NRC staff's assessment of emergency
preparedness was not objectively or thoroughly conducted, and (2)
that certain inf(rmatien provided by the staff to the Commission
during the October and December 1988 Commission meetings was
inaccurate and misleading (p. 3). -

The report bases its findings that the staff review was not
objective or thorough on the assertion that the staff relied on- -

Boston Edison Company (BECO) and that, because of BECO's self
interest, BECO was not the best souren of information for the
staff to rely on (p. 3) and that the staff could have obtained
first hand information by meeting with responsible local
officials before the October 14, 1988 meeting (p. 3). The report
asserts that beccuse it relied on information from BECO, the
staff reported to the Commission that there had been considerable
progrees in emergency planning, but if the staff had discussed
the status wi+' local of ficials it would have learned that the
information was incorrect (p. 4). The report also asserts that
the NRC staff received information from credible sources and did
not " reconcile the differen es or validate the information they
chose to report" (p. 4) and that the staff selected and reported
to the Commission "that information which presented the status of 4

Pilgrim offsite emergency planning in the most favorable light"
(p. 4).

The report bases its finding that the staff presented inaccurate
information to the Commission on the statement during the October
14, 1988 meeting that the staff had met with local emergency ,

planning officials and had conducted numerous public meetings to
discuss offsite emergency preparedness. In this regard, the
draft report 21ains that the staff did not make its first visits
to EPZ communities to meet with local emergency planning
officials until after the October Commission meeting (p. 4). The
report asserts that the statement in the October 14, 1988 meeti*g
that the staff had toured the EPZ areas "with special emphasis on
the beaches" was misleading since it involved only a single tour
by one staff member in March 198C with a private citizen (p. 4).
The report also asserts that the statement at the October 14,
1988 Commission meeting responding to a question by a
Commissioner that no one remained on the Saquish Beach overnight
was inaccurate (p. 4) and that at the December 9, 1988 Commission
meeting, the staff told the Commission that the Saguish Beach

,

summer population was less than 700, but that in February _1989
the staff agreed with local officials that the Saquish Beach
population was between 2,000 to 4,000 for most summer weekends
and perhaps 5,000 on holiday weekends (p. 5).

'

.
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NATURE OF 50.54(s) REVIEW

Another concept reflected in the report that may have some
bearing on the findings is the concept that the staff review of
offsite emergency planning for Pilgrim was "not :he regular
practice" (pp. 2, 8).

'

The report seems to confuse the nature of the NRC and FEMA review
functions in connection with the initial issuance of an operating
license pursuant to 10 CFR 50.47 with the nature of the review

*

regarding operating reactors under 50.54(s). At the outset it
might be well to set the procedural framework for the staff
review of emergency preparedness.

Before issuance of an operating license the Commission's
regulations require the NRC to find that "there is reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken
in the event of a radiological emergency." 10 CFR 50. 47 (h) (1) .This finding is to be based on a review of "[ FEMA] findings as to
whether State and local emergency plans are adequate and whether
there is reasonable assurance that they can be implemented, and
on the NRC assessment as to whether applicant's onsite emergency
plans are adequate...". 50.47 (a) (2) . In NRC licensing
proceedings, FEMA findings constitute rebuttable presumptions on
questions of adequacy and implementation capability.
50.47 (a) (2) . However, for operating reactors, the Commission
explicitly provided procedures to be followed in cases l'n which
NRC finds that the state of emergency preparedners "does not
provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures
can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency".
50.54 (s) (2) (ii) . If the NRC makes-such a finding and such
deficiencies are not corrected in 4 months, the NRC will
determine whether the reactor shall be shut down until the
deficiencies are corrected or whether other enforcement action is
appropriate. 50. 54 (s) (2) (ii) . Again, the NRC is to base its
finding on a review of FEMA's findings as to whether State and
local plans are adequate and capable of being implemented.
50.54 (s) (3) .

While 50.54(s) cases are not unusual (the October 14, 1988
meeting transcript, at page 77, discusses other cases in which
there have been emergency preparedness deficiencies), in the
Pilgrim case, the facts had two slightly different features, both
related to timing. When FEMA's reasonable assurance finding was
withdrawn in August 1987, the plant was already shutdovn for.

other reasons. Thus, the focus of the staff's review was on
efforts to remedy deficiencies. However, when the licensee

. anticipated nearing completion of the work called for by the
Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) , it became clear to the staff
that while there had been progress by the licensee and the state
and localities on correcting emergency plan deficiencies, such
work would not be completed and would not be reviewed for

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _-
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adequacy by FEMA within the time frame in which the licensee
anticipat'd satisfying those matters specified in the CAL. Thus,
it bevam; ' ear that the staff would be required to decide
whether *s irmally require corrective action and to start the
process for imposing shutdown or other enforcement action on the
licensee for emeroency niannina deficiencies--deficiencies not
encompassed by the existing CAL. -

In view of FEMA's ochedule for review of the revised state and flocal plans for adequacy, which was dependent upon submittals by -

the commonwealth, the staff was obligated to address whether to
invoke 50.54(s) in connection with consideration of whether tc
permit restart when the existing CAL was satisfied, that is,
whether the ciretmstances required that the NRC' determine that

._ state of emergency preparedness "does not provide (the
requisite) reasonable assurance". While 00.54 (s) (3) required the
staff to consider the FEMA finding of deficiencies reflectod in
the 1987 FEMA Self-Initiated Rev.iew and Interim Finding report, ,

it did not require the staff te igswLa developments and
improvements and other information significantly bearing on

4 emergency preparedness in the area which had occurred in the time
{L period after FEMA issued its 1987 report. (See remarkn of theDirector, NRR, in the transcript of the October 14, 1988

Commission meeting, page 87.)

THE STAF F REVIEW WAS CBJECTIVELY CONDUCTED

The principal assertions on which the finding of lack of<

ebjectivity is premised are the assertions that the staff lacked
first hand information concerning emergency preparedness in the
vicinity of the Pilgrim station and the staff relied on
information from BECO. With respect to staff lack of meeting
with local officials, see the discussion below and attached
detailed comments on Items 8, 9, and 2a. Further, the draft
report does not address the staff's participation as part of
FEMA's Regional Assistance Committee (RAC) which assists St ate
and local government officials in the development of their
radiological emergency responce plano and reviews and evaluates
them for adequacy. As partici.; ants in RAC reviews of emergency
planning in the vicinity of nuclear power plants, NRC staff
members gain substantial first-hand information concerning
emergency planning and emergency preparedness of the states and
localitios in the vicinity of nuclear power facilities. (See
De ailed Comments Item No. 9.)

,

The other major point made in the report is that because BECO had
a self-interest in the matter, the staff should not have relied(

on information from BECO. The NRC regulatory process ralies '

heavily on the truth and accuracy of information provided by
licensees. Licensets' obligations to be truthful are emphasized
by 10 CFR 50.9 and licensces are fully cognizant of the criminal
nature of providing false information to NRC. Of course, the

.*
_- _ - _- __- _-__ _ _ __ _
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staff review process c]nfirms the accuracy of licensee
information against the staff's own expertise as do staff
inspections as well as the use of outside sources of information.
During the evaluation of offsite emergency preparedness at
Pilgrim, the information provided by BECO was extensive since
BBCO was working with the Commonwealth ared with local communities
in efforts to improve emergency planning in the vicinity of the-

allgrim Statjen. But, BECO was not the only source of staff
information concerning emergency preparedness in the area. The
information provided by BECO was judged by the staff to be.

reliable.

INFORMNIIoli PROVIDED TO THE COMMISSION WAS ACCURATE

This discussion focuses on the issues discussed in the Executive
Summary as forming the principle bases for the finding (p. 3)
that the staff provided informatien to the Commission that was
inaccurate and misleading. More specific comments on statements
contained in the draft report (following p. 6) are contained in
the attached Detailed Comments.

The report focuses on individual statements by staff members in
the transcripts of Catober 14, 1988 and December 9, 1988. It
does not, mention the c3ditional supporting information in
documents supplied by the staff to the Commission in connection
with the Commission's review of Pilgrim restart, particularly the
November 15, 1988 status report which:

annotates the sources of information for many of the
statements made at the October 14, 1986 Commission meeting;

lists and describes 31 meetings with state and local
officials, and with other federal agencies, held prior to
October 14, 1988, identifying the time, place and speakers
and briefly describing the subjects of discussion;

and provides notes of meetings held after October 14, 1988
with local emergency planning officials.

This information corroborates and provides details supporting the
statement made by the staff at the October 14, 1988 Commission
meeting that the staff had in fact had numerous meetings with
local officials concerning emergency preparedness at Pilgrim.
The draft report is plainly in error when it asserts that the
staff had no meeting with local emergency planning officials

'

until'after October 14, 1988. Even if one were to question the
nature of the meetings, it is difficult to see how the draft
report can possibly conclude that the-Commission was misled when-

the staff provided-the commission with information describing *the
nature and attendees of such meetings.

.
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If the draft report is ib fact asserting that the information in
the November 15, 1988 report is false, it is important that we be
provided information as specific as possible concerning the
source and nature of such falso information so that the staff can
promptly take appropriate action.

With respect to the assertion that the staff provided the ,

Commission inaccurate and misleading information concerning
Saquish Beach, the draft report asserts that when the staff
informed the Commission on October 14, 1988 about some 2,000-

~

4,000 people with access to the beach by 4-wheel drive vehicles
the statement that they "did not overnite on the knach" was
inaccurate because we did not mention the approxlaately 5^3-700
permanent summer residents who have houses on Saquish behen.
Yet, the draft reporc also asserts that when the staff informed
the Commission on December 9, 19?8 about the approximately 700
resident population, the statement: was inaccurate because we did
not inform the Commission that the transient summer population
can reach 2,000 to 4,000. As discussed in the Detailed Comments,
wo believe that fairly read, the staff statements were not
inaccurate.

The draft report also states that at the time of the october 14,
1988 meeting, at which the staff indicated that Saquish Beach is
isolated about four hourc a month, the staff also had information
"from credible sources that indicated that a more accurate figure
was at least 20 hours a month" (p. 14). We know of no such
credible information. ("ee Detailed Comments Item No. 22.)

.
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NRC STAFF DETAILED COMBENTS KEYED TO MAIN D0DY OF DRAFT IG REPORT
AND OIG_BESPONGE TO DE. TAILED COMMENTS

1. Pace 7._]2 s R , states:

"The on-site emergency planning specifically addresses the
actions to be taken within the perimeter of the plant in the.

event of an accident."

Comment No. 1.

This stateront implies that so-called "onsite" emergency planning
actions by licensees stop at the perimeter of the plant. In
fact, onsite emergency planning is integrated with and includes
many aspects of offsite emergency planning. These activities
include the responsibility for making protective action
recommendations to offsite decision makers, arrangements for
assistance with offsite support organizations such as fire,
ambulance and police, arrangements to interface with State and
local emergency response personnel in the licensee's emergency
operations facility which is typically located miles from the
site, communication links and procedures with offsite response.
organizations, the installation of offsite alert and notification
systems, the deployment of offsite monitoring teams, arrangements
with offsite medical services for contaminated and injured onsite
individuals, and arrangements for training offsite emergency
response personnel. In addition, many licensees such as BECO
provide d. rect assistance to offsite support organizations in
drafting offsite emergency plans and procedures, funding
emergency planning staff for Stete and local governments,
providing communications and monitoring equipment, and
refurbish 4:.g offsite emergency operations and reception centers.

Comment No. 1-OIG Resnonse

We recognize the distinction between on-site and off-sitep

emargency planning. By this general definition we are not
ir .ying that the licensee has no involvement with off-site
e" rgency planning. Our purpose is to recognize the two areas of
emorgency planning and to identify who has primary emergency
planning responsibility for these two areas.

2. Pace 7. line 19., states:
..

"The NRC is required to review FEMA's findings and determinations
concerning off-site emergency preparedness before reaching its
final conclusien." (See also page 1 of Executive Summary.)-

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _
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Comment No. 2

The draft report implies that the NRC staff review of the status
of offsite emergency preparedness for Pilgrim was remiss because
the "NRC is required to review the report of FEMA findings and
determinations before arriving at a final reasonable assurance
conclusion" and that although a FEMA review of the revised .

Pilgrim offsite emergency plans was ongoing in 1988, the NRC did
not wait until the FEMA review was completed. (It should be
noted that che FEMA report has not yet been issued.) The NRC ,

staff review was conducted in accordance with the Commission's
regulations and, in fact, the draft report cites no instance
where the staff review did not comport with the regulations.

The Commission's emergency planning regulations, 10 CFR 50.47 and
10 CFR 50, Appendix E, provide a comprehensive framework for
public protection in the event of a serious radiological
emergency. The rege'.atory framework contemplates the subinission,
review, and approval of onsite and offsite emergency plans. The
offsite plans are often developed in whole or in part by a
licensee in conjunction with the appropriate State and local
officials. The adequacy of the offsite plans is initially
reviewed and evaluated by FEMA.

However, it is the NRC, not FEMA, that must make a determ'. nation
whether the overall state of emergency preparedness provides
reasonable assurance that adequate protectivo measures can and
will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency, to CFR
50.47 (a) (1) . See also 50.54 (s) (2) (ii) . Contrary to the
implications of the draft report, an NRC finding of adequate
emergency preparedness is not automatically established by FEMA ,

approval or precluded by lack of FEMA approval or by lack of'

finalization of emergency plans. For example, a positive FEMA
finding is "a rebuttable presumption" in NRC licensing
proceedings 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (2) , on the other hand, a facility
with emergency' preparedness deficiencien may nonetheless be
licensed if the facility satisfies the conditions set forth in 10
CFR 50. 47 (c) (1) . For an operating plant like Pilgrim, the
regulations give the NRC considerable enforcement flexibility.
Identification of an energency planning deficiency does not
necessarily require shutdown of a facility. County of Rockland
v. NRC, 709 F.2d 766, (2d Cir. 1983).

Comment No. 2-0TG Response
.

This sentence does not imply that the NRC staff was remiss
because they did not wait until the FEMA review was completed.
This statement is included in this section of the report to -

provide the reader with factual background information. Further,
we are aware that the FEMA report has not yet been issued occause
of the incomplete status of off-site emergency preparedness in
the Pilgrim EPZ.

.
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We understand the point being made by the staff in the third
paragraph of their comment; however, this is not an issue in this
report. Our report acknowledges the 1989 United States Court of
Appeals decision that by basing the final reasonable assurance
conclusion in part on a review of FEMA's 1987 findings, the NRC
acted properly..

3. Pace 8. line 16, states:,

"Therefore, although not the regular practice, the Director of
NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation decided to have the
NRC staff conduct an assessment of offsite emergency preparedness
to avoid a possible delay in the restart of Pilgrim."

Comment No. 3

The reasons for having the NRC staff conduct an assessment
included (1) knowing that progress had been made in upgrading
emergency preparedness and (2) FEMA had informed the NRC staff
(by memorandum, September 29, 1987, from R. Krimm to F. Congel),

that they would not be in a position to update the finding made
in their self-initiated review until the Commonwealth submitted
revised plans for formal review. Since the Pilgrim plant was
scheduled to complete action on the items covered by the CAL and
would, from the standpoint of the CAL, be ready to restart before
completion of the F",MA review, it was essential for the staff, in
light of the August 1987 FEMA report, to consider whether
50.54(s) requirements relating to emergency planning should be
imposed in connection with restart; that is, did the
circumstances require that the NRC find ". . .that the state of
emergency preparedness does not provide reasont e assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taxen in the event
of a radiological emergency..." and thus start "the l'.0 day
clock" of 50.54 (s) (2) (ii) .

It should also be noted that the NRC staff had been participating
with FEMA since early 1988 in their technical assistange reviews
for Pilgrim, as a member of the FEMA Regional Assistance
Committee (RAC). The staff was therefore, well aware of the
status of draft plans and procedures that had been submitted.
(See also the discussion about Regional Assistance' Committees in
Comment Number 9.)

.

Comment No. 3-OIG Response

Based on the staff's comment, they do not disagree with our.

statement. As discussed in our overall comment on page 16, we
are aware of the regulations cited by the staff. However, we

6 believe the NRC should have acted on the August 1907 FEMA report
in a more timely manner and the FEMA report should have been

*

,

% .
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handled separately from the Confirmatory Action Letter.

Regarding the staff's comment on their participation on the FEMA
Regional Assistance Committee, please see our overall responsa on
page 17.

*

4. Pace 8. line 20, states:

"The staff's review began in the Summer of 1988."
.

Comment No. 4

The staff commenced reviews of Pilgrim offsite plans in
conjunction with the RAC in March 1988, rather than the Summer of
1988.

Comment No. 4-OIG Resnonse

During our inspection we were informed by the NRC staff that
thei review began in the summer of 1938. Moreover, we do not
believe that participation by one NRC staff member on a FEMA
Regional Assistance Committee constituten an NRC staff review.
For further elaboration on this matter please see our overall
response on page 17.

li e 4 3, states5. Pace 8. D

"Since the results of the ongoing FEMA review of the revised
emergency plans would not be available by the time Pilgrim was
operationally ready for restart, the NRC staff decided to review
the findings in FEMA's August 1987 report."

Comment No. 5

The NRC staff reviewed FEMA's August 6, 1987 report promptly upon
receipt. On August 18, 1987, the staff requested BECO to address
the deficiencies cited in the FEMA report. The NRC review of the
findings in FEMA's August 1987 report was not undertaken only
because the results of the ongoing FEMA review of the revised
emergency plans would not be available by the time Pilgrim was
ready for restart. As indicated in response No. 2, it is the
NRC, not FEMA, that must make a determination whether the overall
state of emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance. .

Thus, the NRC as it would do for any operating reactor,-initiated
a review of the FEMA findings as well as other pertinent
information with the objective of ensuring that the license took

'

appropriate steps to assist the Commonwealth and local
governments in addressing the deficier.cies in offsite
preparedness joentified by FEMA. (See August 18, 1987 memo S.
Varga, NRC, t ,, Bird, BECO.)

_ _ _ _ . _. , _ __ _. . -,
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Comment No. 5-OIG Response

We did not imply this was the first time the NRC staff reviewed
the August 1987 FEMA report. In fact, on page 7 of our report we
recognize that the NRC staff had reviewed the FEMA report when we
discuss the staff's reaction to it. However, to avoid any.

possible confusion we added clarifying language.

~

6. Pace 9. line 22, states:

"A second Commission meeting was held on December 9, 1988.
.

During this meeting the NRC staff acknowledged to the Commission
! that more work needed to be done by FEMA and State and local

governments to improve Pilgrim offsite smergency preparedness
before the NRC could receive a finding of adequacy from FEMA."

.

Comment No. 6

This statement taken together with the previous paragraph implies
that in the December 9, 1988 Commission meeting the NRC staff
acknowledged, for tne first cime, that more work needed to be
done to improve offsite preparedness. In fact, the staff
explicitly stated during the october 14, 1988 Commission meeting
that, "there clearly is more work to be done in connection with
emergency planning at Pilgrim. At this time, we do not have a
schedule for the resolution of all these issues. The staff
believes that a carefully constructed power ascension program can
take place with emergency planning in its current condition
provided that there is continued prcgress toward finalizing the
resolution of outstanding emergency planning matters."
(Transcript pages 53, 54. See also transcript pages 78 and 100.)

,QSy ent No. 6-OIG Resoonse_

We did not imply that this was the first time the NRC staff
acknowledged there was more work to be done before the Pilgrim
EPZ communities cou3d receive a FEMA finding of adequacy. . We
included this statement to point out that the NRC staff was
aware, as late as December 9, 1988, that from FEMA's perspective
the situation that existed in August 1987 still had not been
corrected. However, wa added a statement to the previous
paragraph to acknowledge the staff's comments at the october 14,
1988, Commission meeting regarding the emergency preparedness1 -

work that still remained to be done.

.

7. Pace 9. line 37, states: *

"Although a FEMA review of the Pilgrim revised off-site emergency
plans was ongoing during 1988, the NRC staff considered the

'

-
*
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req;1rement for NRC to revlev o FEMA report to be satisfied by
their review of tP9 August 1987 FEMA report as they determined
whether there was reasonable arJurance that adequate protective
measures could and would be taken in the event of an emergency at
Pilgrim." (See also page 2 of Executive Summary.)

Comment No. 7 ,

Because, at that time, the Commonwealth was not requesting a
formal review of revised emergency plans, the only review FEMA s

*

was undetuaking was an informal technical assistance review of
draft plans and procedures submitted to them. Based on that
review, cor.ments would be provided to the Commonwealth regarding
possible changes and improvements to the plans and procedures.
As indicated in a February 4, 1988 letter to E. Thomas, FEMA,
from R. Doulay, MCDA, the Commonwealth submittal of the revised
plans did not constitute-an aoplication for review and approval
under 44 CFR 350.7 of FEMA's regulations.

Comment No. 7-OIG Resoonse

SWe understand what is involved in the FEMA review procest and
recognize that FEMA had not received a request from Massachusetts
for a formal review because the emergency procedures for the EPZ
communities had not been finalized. However. FEMA had been
working with the State and local communities since the August
1987 report was issued. Further, we note that the FEMA review we
are referring to here is the Jame FEMA review the NRC staff
referred to during the Oct*ber and December 1988 Commission
meetings.

.

8.* Pace 10. line 29, states:

" Prior to the October 14, 1988, Commission meeting to passibly
vote on the restart of Pilgri m, the Region I, NRC staff had not
met with local officials responsible for preparing offsite
emergency preparedness plans and procedures." (See also page 3
of Executive Summary.)

Comment No. 8

In a November 15, 1988 memorandum to the Commission, the EDO
specifically addressed the question of staff meetings with local
officials regarding their emergency preparedness concerns. -

Thirty-one meetings were identified and described in an onclosure
to that memorandum (copy enclosed) Not all of these meetings
involved local of ficials, but a n'r.iber of them did, particularly .

those discussed in Comment No. 20.

-

-----_________m_ m _ _ . _ _ , _ . _ ,
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Comment No. 8 -O IG .,Pg.spon s e

We were aware of the November 15, 1988, memorandum to the
Commission and the enclosure to the memorandum which were
prepared by the staff and discuss the thirty-one meetings.
During our inspection we reviewed these documents. Although the

- title of the enclosure cited by the staff, " PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER
STATION MEETINGS REGARDING EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS," would lead '

the reader to believe that these neetings pertained to emergency
preparedness, our review of the records of these meetings.

disclosed that none were held for the purpose of discussing
emergency preparedness and they did not involve meaningful
dialogue with local emergency planning officials.

9. Pace 10. line_1l, states,

"With the exception of one EPZ community, the staff had not
reviewed the local, revised, offsite emergency implementing
procedures."

(pyaent No. 9 .

As described in 48 FR 4431a, there exists in each of the ten ,

standard Federal Regions a Regional Assistance Committee (RAC)
chaired by a FEMA Regional official and having members from NRC,
HHS, DOE, DOT, EPA, and Agricultural and Commerce Departments.
As stated in tnat public notice, "The RACs will assist State and
local government officials in the development of their
radiological emergency response plans, and will review plans and
ebserve exercises to evaluate the adequacy of these plans and
related preparodness."

Through the staff's participation as a member of the Regional
Assistance Committee for FEMA Region I, the staff had reviewed
the implementing procedures for the towns of Taunton, Marshfield,
and Bridgewater in detail prior to the October 14, 1988 meeting.

\The procedures for the other towns were similar. Copies of the
procedures for all the towns were available from Boston Edison,
as their contractor was working with the towns to develop the
procedures. A sampling of the procedures from the'other towns
were also obtained from BECO and reviewed prior to October 14,
1988.

Comment No._9-OIG Response -
' *

As noted in our overall response to the NRC comments (page 17) we
- do not believe participation by one NRC staff member on a FEMA

~

Regional Assistance Committee constitutes an NRC staff review.
We note also that the towns of Taunton and Bridgewater are
reception communities which are not located in the Pilgrim EPZ,
and further, only about 10 percent of the town of Marshfield is

.

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ 1ma
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in the EPZ. hino, we do not agree wit.h the NRC staff that
emergency procedures for reception communities would be similar
to the proced.uros for the five EPZ communities which would be
evacuating to the reception communities.

The procedures from the other four towns which the NRC staff said
were obtained from BECO were drafts that were being revised by ,

the local communities at the time of the October 14, 1988,
Commission reeting, i.e., they were not' complete and had not been
submitted for review. ,

.

1

10. Pace 10. line 34, states:

" Staff told us they could assess the status of offsite emergency.
preparedness by the five EPZ communities based on information
obtaines from BECO."

Comment No. 10

Although the staff obtained information from BECO, this was not :

the only source of information. The-staff also obtained
information from the reports of Secretary Barry of the
Commonwealth, letters from. local public officia).s, numerous
public meetings held in the Plymouth area, direct interface with
Commonwealth officials, and from. involvement with the FEMA
Regional Assistance Committee.

Comment No. 10-OIG ResDonse

This statement is takon directly from testimony provided to us by .

the NRC staff during our inspection. Further, we are aware of
'

information provided to_the staff by other sources that often
contradicted information obtained from BECO.- We note however,
that the staff did not provide this information during the
cccober 14, 1988, Commission meeting. In fact, page 7 of the
Secretary Barry report, referenced by the staff in-their comment,
specifically stated, "We only wish that the NRC-would give as

-

much attention to the views of State and-Iccal government
regarding eff-site. emergency preparedness as they do to the
observations -of the licensee." Regarding information received
through membership on the FEMA Regional Assistance Committee
- please see our overall response:on page 17.

.

11. Pace 10; line 41, states:

"We believe in-light of BECO's_ vested interest in restarting .

Pilgrim, BECO was not the NRC staff's best source of objective
information on the status-of offsite emergency preparedness."
_(See also page 3 of Executive Summary.)

4

.
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Comment No. 11

This statement implies that BECO was not a reliable source of
informatien regarding the status of emergency preparedness. The
NRC relies on licensees to provide complete and accurate
information on matters pertaining to the regulatory requirements
under which they are permitted to operate (10 CFR 50.9).-

Comment No. 11-OIG Response
a

We do not imply that BECO is an unreliable source. We point out
that BECO is not the best source of off-site emergency
preparedness information. Our report pointed out that the staff
had information available that contradicted information obtained
from BECO which the staff did not reconcile. In fact, BECO
informed the NRC staff of its reluctance to provide information
on the status of off-site emergency preparedness in the-local
communities. We recognite that the NRC staff relies on the
licensee to provide accurate information on technical matters for
which the licensee is responsible. In these cases NRC inspectors
constantly validate the licensee input. Because off-site
emergency preparedness is the primary responsibility of State and
local governments, the NRC staff should have obtained and
validated status information from the responsible officials.

12. Pace 10. line 44, states:

"The NRC staff could have obtained first hand information on the
status of offsite emergency preparedness by meeting with local,

officials in the EPZ communities prior to the October meeting to'

possibly vote en the restart of Pilgrim." (See also page 3 of
Executive Summary.)

:

Comment No. 12

The staff did receive information directly during public meetings,

| (see Comment Nos. 8 and 20). . While not all of these meetings
; involved discussions with local officials in the EPZ communities,
'

some did, such as the meetings in Plymouth, Massachusetts, on
i February 18 and May 11, 1988.

Comment No. 12-OIG Response

We are aware of these meetings, however, none-were conducted for-
!

! tne purpcse of discussing the status of off-site emergency
preparedness. Please see our response _to NRC comment Nos. 8 and

- 20 for further discussion of this matt.er.

.

1

*
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h Pace 11. line ?, star 2s:

the staff reported during the October 1988 Commission"
. . .

meeting that all emergency implementing procedures for t..e EPZ
communities had been submitted to the State for technical review
with the exception of five procedures for Plymouth and Duxbury.
The staff concluded that this evidenced considerable progress ,

towards resolution of emergency preparedness issues. This
information was obtained from BECO and reported to the Commission
without first discussing it with the emergency planning officials

*

in the EPZ communities," (See also page 3 of Executive Summary.)

Comment _No. 13

Discussions with emergency planning officials would have helped
to further mutual understandings. However, to ensure that there
was no nisunderstanding on the part of the Commission with
respect to the status of the implementing procedures for Plymouth
and Duxbury, the staff provided additional information to the
Commission on October 21, 1988. The Commonwaalth of
Massachusetts was informed of the additional information in a
letter from Chairman Zech to Mr. Peter Agnes dated October 27,
1988.

Comment No. 13-OIG ResDonse

On page 14 of our reporr. We acknowledge that the ctaff corrected
crrors in the transcript of the October 14, 198S, Commission
meeting with respect to the number of implementing procedures
submitted to the State by Plymouth and Duxbury and provided a
copy of the corrected transcript to the Commission and to the
state. We also note on page 14 a very important point, " ..the
purpose of the October meetirg was to discuss and possibly vote
on the restart of Pilgrim; therefore, had the Commission voted
during the October meeting, their vote would have been based, in
part, on inaccurate information". It is noteworthy to point out

.

that accurate information was available had the staff conduc'ed a
thorough review.

14. Pace 11. aecond__nbracraoh, states:

"Following the October Commission meeting NRC staff did visit
each EPZ community once and discussed emergency planning issues
with local officials. During these meetings the local officials -

reported to the JRC staff that more work had to be done before
they would be ready to implement the plans. While at the local
sites, the NRC staff did not review the draft local emergency .

implementing procedures that were available."

,

!

|
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Comment No. 14

As stated in the EDO's November 15, 1988 memorandum to the
Commission: "In order to continue to assess progrec and further
ensure that the factual basis on which the staff relied in making
its recommendation was accurate, the staff met with each of the

"
EPZ community Civil Defense Directors and again toured the local
laeaches this time witn the responsible local official.'' The
principal purpose of these meetings was not to review documents,
but to see, hear and discuss matters of concern to local
o f .'icial s . The review of planning documents was a continuing"

separate parallel activity in the context of RAC reviews. (See
Comment No. 9.)

Cpmment No. 14-OIG Resoonse

The Ftaff agrees with our description of their activities when
they visited the EPZ communities subsequent to the October 14,
1988, Commission meeting. Please see our overall response on
page 17 regarding the NRC staff membership on the RAC.

15. Pace 12. line 1, states:

"For exampie, prior to the October 1988 Commiasion meeting, the-

staff was made aware of a National Institutes of Health (NIH)
study indicating that the expected number of special needs
persons in the EPZ was several times higher than the number
provided by the staff to the Commission."

Commen.t No. 15

The NRC staff is not aware of any such NIH study. However, Ms.
Ann Waitkus-Arnold at the December 9, 1988 Commission meeting
stated:

" .the latest Harris Polls for the United States
'

.

Disabilities Census shows actual figures of 17 percent, many
of whom would need assistance in an emergency."

In responding to the draft report, the staff has contacted NIH
and the Federal Interagency Committee on Disabilities Statistics|

but as of June 25, 1990, has not been able to identify or locate
an "NIH study" pertaining to special needs persons.

| The staff's basis for special needs population determination was
~

*

explained at the December 9, 1988 Commission meeting (see
transcript pages 175-176).

,

.
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Comment No.15-OlG ResDonsq

We understand the staff's confusior by our characterizing the
United States Disability CenLus as an NIH study. It is our
understanding that this census was sponsored by the NIH. The
specific title of this document has been added to our report.
However, the point we make in our inspection report does not

*

concern the title of the document, buL rather, that the staff was
informed of the census figures as early a. January 1988, and
without even reviewirg the census report, they concluded that the i

estimated figures were inaccurate. Additionally, the estimate a

the staff provided to the Commission wa; act val.idated either.

16. Pace 12. line (1, states:

"In each instance the staff selected and reported information to
the Commission that presented the status of Pilgrim offsite
emergency preparedness in the most favorable light." (See also
page 4 of Executiva Summary.)

Comment No. 16

The informati'n presented was considered by the staff to be the
most accurate and reliable inforr.stion available, widhout regard
to whether it showed the_ emergency preparedness in the area
surrounding Pilgrim station in a favorable or unfavorable light.

Comment No. 16-OIG Resconse
'

The point we are making here is that the NRC staff did not
reconcile differences in information they had' received. We
believe the information selected and reported did in fact present-

the pilgrim amerger. y planning status in the most favorable
light. Hovever, because this was not necessarily done
intentionally, we have deleted this sentence to avoid this
implication.

17. Pace 12. line 14. states:
'

"During the December meeting the NRC staff informed the
Commission:that the form and content of-the--Letters of Agreement-
between the State'and transportation providers had been approved ,

by the State and that the Massachusetts-Emergency Public .

Information Brochure was being fina]?. zed and was scheduled for
distribution during that-month. The NRC staff did not confirm-
this information with the Massachusetts Office _of Public Safety

'

before presenting it to the Commission. Massachusetts state
officials later disagreed with these statements."

i

|

|
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Commer.t No . 17

The draft report is correct. The basis for the staff's
presentation to the Commission was as follows: The Commonwealth
of Massachusetts issued a " Report on Progress made in Emergency
Response Planning for Response to an Accident at Pilgrim Nuclear
Power Statio." on October 11, 1988. Page 48 of that report
states: "Nearly double the anticipated number of buses needed to
support emergency response have been identified, and training has
been provided for some of the drivers. However, the letters of

,

agreement which Boston Edison proposed the transportation
providers sign have been rent bcck for revision by the Executive
Office of Public Safety because they did not indicate informed
consent on the part of the drivers."

On the day before (October 10, 1988), the Commonwealth, in a
letter to BECO, provided a proposed new draft letter-of agreement
for transportation providers. BECO informed the staff that they
intended to accept the Commonwealth's proposal and believed that
agreement had been reached. Based on the Commonwealth's letter
and BECO's acceptance of the Commonwealth's proposal, the staff
also believed that agreement had been reached and felt no need to
verify this information with the commonwealth.

The information regarding the s:heduling of issuance of the
Public Information Brochure was obtained from BECO and was
believed to have been accurate at the time of the December 9,
1988 Commission meeting. Subsequent tc that meeting, issuance
was oeferred (see letter to R. Boulay, MCDA, from R. Varley,

|
BECO, dated December ?9, 1988).

Comment No. 17-0TG Resconse

The staff acknowledges that our report is correct, but in their
comment the staff attempts to rationalize their actions. We do

| not accept their explanation. As we state in our response to NRC
comment No. 11, BECO.ic not the best source for this type of
information. Had the staff taken the time to confirm the
information obtained from BECO they would have learned that
progress toward resolution of these outstanding issues was not as
advanced as they reported to the commission.

18. Pace 12, line 33, states:
.

"We found, however, that more than 6,000 persons had been
identified as needing emergency response training in various
disci.1?.nes with transportation providers being only one segmentl,-

of this total. The validity of the NRC staff's sweeping
'

conclusion that significant progress had been made in all of the
reported areas seems questionable considering the NRC staff only

'

1

1
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reviewed the training of less than one percent of the personnel
requiring training and in only one functional area."

Comment No. 18

On page 82 of the October 14, 1988 menting transcript, it was
stated: -

...a training program, approved by the Commonwealth, is being"

conducted. The NRC staff has audited this training program, ,

including the individual lesson plans and staff from both Region
I and NRR have observed the training o'. bus and ambulance drivers
from companies providing transportation for school and daycare
centers, the special needs population, and the transportation-
dependent persons."

The pLrpose of the NRC's audit of the training program was to
evaluate the quality of the training materials, instructors ,
transportation providers' procedures and the presentation. The
significant progress the staff noted referred to the
effectivaness of the transportation plan based on the quality of
the traibing. The NRC staff was auditing the training program.
It was nc. trying to literally oversee and witness the training
of each individual in the program.

*dditionally, on page 96 of the October 14, 1988 testimony to the
Commission, it was stated:

"I would think that by the end of the year, there will be the
overwhelming majority of the 6,000 people trained that have been
specified in the Commonwealth ..pproved training program." -

On page 174 of the December 9, 1988 testimony, the staff reported
the following:

"A maximum of 5,800 individuals, neuding approximately 25,000
machours of training, have been identified. Of these, 2,569
individuals have received 7811 hours of classroom training
pertaining to utilizing the approvcd lesson plans".

Comment No. 18-OIG Resconse

In their comment the staff acknowledges that their audit was of
only the quality of training in one functional area--
transportation providers. The staff also commented-that "The *

significant progress the staff noted [during the October 14, 1988
.,

Commission meeting) referred to the effectiveness of the
transportation plan based on the quality of training". We -

)
dispute this comment because this is not what the staff told the
Commission. In fact, what the staff noted (page 82) during the
October Commission meeting was, "The staff has audited six
diffsrent training sessions and witnessed implementation of the

1.

I
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training for approximately 50 transportation providers, which is
25 percent of that training that has already been conducted.
These limited demonstrations provide the staff with-the basis to
conclude that _sianificant eroaresa has been made in improving the
pmercency olans and orocedures for schools and daveare e, enters
anifor the special needs and transoortation -deoendent

, conulations in the emergency planning zone." (Emphasis added) We
continue to believe that this svaeping conclusion cannot be drawn
from an audit of the training prog. Tam as described by the staff.

'

We also note our disagreement with the staff's position in their
comment that the effectiveness of the transportation plan can be
judged by an audit of the training program. We believe an audit
of a training program will indicate the quality of the training
program.

We are avare of the additional state.msnts made by staff during
the October and December Commission meetings which are quoted in
their comments. However, the statements are not relevant to the
issue raised in our report. Since the staff raised these points
it is interesting to note that their comment during the October
Commission meeting that by the end of the year an overwhelming
majority of the 6000 people will have been trained was very
optimistic since the staff reported during the December
Commission meeting that in fact less than one-third of the
training had been conducted.

19. Pace 13. line 6, states:

"It was not until after the October Commission meeting that the
NRC staff made their first visits to the EPZ communities and met
with local emergency planning officials." (See also page 4 of
Executive Summary.)

Comment No. Il

See Comment Nos. 8 and 20.

Egggent No. 19-OTG Resoonse

See our response to NRC comment-Nos. 8 and 20.

20. Pace 13. line 14, statest.

"These public meetings did not involve meaningful dialogue
between the NRC staff and local planning officials regarding,

offsite emergency preparedness issues." (See also page 4 of
Executive Summary.)-

| .
,
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Conn e.p t_No . 20

Particu'.arly noteworthy public meetings involving meaningful
dialogue regarding offsite emergency preparedness issues were
held in Plymouth, Massachusetts on February 18, 1908 and May 11,
1988, (Notes of these meetings were enclosed with the EDo's
November 15, 1988 memorandum to the Commission referenced in '

Comment No. 8.) Although not all of the other meetings involved
local planning officials, they also provided a great deal of
information on emergency planning matters to the staff. .

Comment _jlo. 20-OIG Resoonse

We were aware of the November 15, 1986, memorandum to the ;

commission and the enclosure to the memorandum which were
'

prepared by tr? staff and discuss the thirty-one meetings. As we

note in our response to NRC comment No. 8, the title--of this
PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION MEETINGS REGARDING"enclosure,

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS", would lead the reader to believe that
these meetings pertained to emergency preparedness. However, our
review of the records of these meetings disclosed that none were
held for the purpose of discussing emergency preparedness. We
note that in those few cases where emergency preparedness topics
were raised by members of the audience the dialogue between the
audier.ca and the NRC staff was not, in our opinion, meaningful.
For example, with regard to the February 18, 1988, meeting
referenced in the staff's comments, we note that the member of
the NT.C staff who chaired this aceting stated to the audience,
"The ournose of this meeting here today is to provide the
opportunity for the interested public to comment on the restart
plan.....This format is not intended to give specific responses
or renlies to the comments brought forth today.....Although it is
acknculedged that the Pilarim restart olan does not contain clans
or actions for emeraency erecaredness we are prepared to listen

.
to your issues in this area and forward them to the appropriate

| Fede*11 agency for consideration during the ongoing reviews of
| Pilgrim prior to restart". (Emphasis added) The same format was

followed in the May 11, 1988, meeting referenced by the staff in
their comments.

|

21. Pace 13, line 22, states:

"We found that the statement during the October Commission
meeting that NRC staff had toured the EPZ areas with special .

t

l emphasis on the beaches and the local Emergency Operations
Centers (EOC) was also misleading. The "special amphasis" on the
beaches involved a single March 1988 tour of Duxbury and Saquish ,

beaches that-was provided to one staff member by Mr. Quaid, a
I private citizen. No local officials accompanied them on the

tour.- Similarly, with respect to the "special emphasis" on tours
of the EOCs, we were told this comment was based on one visit by

.
_
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- this staff member to the Duxbury EOC to review the habitability
of the structure in the event of an emergency. During this visit
there was no discussion of the status of Duxbury emergency

,

preparedness."

70mment No. 21

The staff remarks regarding touring of beach and emergency'-

operations centers were perhaps somewhat broader than intended
and might be misconstrued.

With regard to the beach, knowing of the concern with the
Saquish-Garnett beach area, a specific tour with Mr. Quaid seemed
warranted. It was sufficient to become aware of the beach
geography and its impact on energency preparedness. This was the
only beach toured because it was believed to be the only beach
that required special emphasis because of potential difficulties
in evacuation.

With regard to the EOC visit, Region I staff visited the Duxbury.
EOC on October 6, 1988 and met with the Duxbury Civil Defense
Director and local citizens to discuss EOC habitability. The
status of emergency plans and procedures was also discussed with
the Director during the visit. (A note of this meeting is
enclosed with the EDO's November 15, 1988 memorandum to the
Commission referenced in Comment No. 8.)
Comment No. 21-OIG Response

We agree with the staff that their comments regarding the special
| emphasis on the beaches and EOCs were overstatements and could

easily be misconstrued. As noted in our report we do not believe
one tour of one beach with a private citizen constitutes special
emphasis on the beaches. With respect to the Region I staff
member's visit to the Duxbury EOC on October 6, 1988, this staff
member told us that the visit was specifically to look at the

I habitability of the EOC following an incident.and the discussions
were limited to this topic. Additionally, the Duxbury Civil
Defense Director, who attended the meeting, told us that during
this brief meeting there was no discussion of emergency planning
at Duxbury. Also, the note of this meeting that was enclosed
with the November 15, 1988, memorandum to the Commission,
referenced.in the staff's comment, does not indicate that'the
status of Duxbury em 7ency preparedness was discussed.

.

22. Pace 13, line 38, states:

'

"During the October meeting, the hRC staff.mpde inaccurate
statements about the situation on the beaches located in the EPZ.
In response to a Commissioner's-direct question, the NRC staff
reported that no one remained on Saquish beach overnight. This

4
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statement was inaccurate because the a. iff did not clarify that
there are several hundred homes on Saquish beach, some of which
are occupied 24 hours a day. We were told that the reason the
staff member provided that ancuer was because he know where the
Commissioner "was headed with that question, "A.e., were there
any hotels, motels, or camp grounds on the beach.. Based on his

J

interpretation f the question he answered no and did not '

elaborate." (Sne also page 4 of Executive Summary.).

Comment No._12 ,

This question must be considered in proper context.
IThe discussion preceding, "Do they overnight on these beaches?",

at the October 14, 1988 Commission meeting, transcript page 98,
discussed thousands of people on the beach in 4-wheel drive |
vehicles and closing the beaches early. The staff understood
this question to be in the context of the large number of day
visitors. You would not close the beaches for permanent
reJidents, but only to those visiting for the day. Day visitors
do not generally stay overnight on the beach, since there are no
mctels, hotels or camps. (See also Comment No. 24.)

Comment No. 22-OIG_Roseense

We closely examined the context of the discussion and we do not
agree with the staff's comment. We believe that when
Commissioner Carr addresscd this issum for the first time he was
clearly trying to establish a tilaaframe during which evacuation
of people on Saquish Beach would be a problem during lunar high

'

tides. By the staff's failure to mention the 700 residents who
remain on the beach overnight commissioner Carr was left with the
mistaken impression that evacuation was a problem that could only
occur during daylight hours.

:

23. Pace 13, line 49, states:

" Additionally, the stnff's comment during the october meeting
that during monthly lunar bogh tides Saquish Beach is isolated
for four hours a month was an understatement. We found that .it
thu time of the meeting the staff had information from credible
sources that indicated a more accurate figure was at least 20
hours a month; however, the higher figure was not provided to the
Commission for its consideration." .

Comment No.._23
-

The staff was not aware of any inforuntion prior to the october
14, 1988 Commission meeting that Indicated that the Saquish beach
was isolated for 20 hours a month. The four hours was a staff
estimate based on the understanding at that time. There was no

| _ _ . . . . _ . _ ___ __ __
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indication in the October 11, 1988 Commonwealth Report on
Progress Made in Emergency Planning for Response to an Accident
at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, which included a report from
David Quaid dated September 17, 1988, that contradicted that |

estimate.

At the December 9, 1988 Commission meeting Mr. Quaid testified j
.

(pages 120-121) that the road was " inundated" for 2 and a half to l
3 hours during the hjgh course tides (2 a day) for 3 to 4 days a

- month. That would be a total of 15 to 24 hours a month. His
testimony does not indicate that the road would be imnassable fox
311 that ceriod by the 4-wheel drive vehicles used to reach the i

beach. He indicates that the maximum depth would be between 1 !

foot 11 inches and 2 feet 7 inches. Nowhere in the tectimony j

does Mr. Quaid make the statement that Saquish beach is j
" isolated" for 20 hours a month. In fact, there is contradictory )

information from the head of the Department of Lands and Natural
resources in Ouxbury that the flooding is to a depth of 1 to 2
feet on consecutive high tides for 2 flays a month (8 hours total)
and would not present a cerious impedlment to most four-wheel
drive vehicles. (See November 4, 1988 memorandum from Lazarus
and Hogan to William Rusuall, which is enclosed with the November
15, 1988 memorandum from the EDO to the Commission referenced in
Comment 8).

Comment No. 23-010.Resnonse

This information was provided to the NRC staff member who toured
the beach with Mr. Quaid in March 1988. Additionally, Mr. Quaid
presented information on the duration of the lunar high tides
during public meetings in February and September 1988. Shortly
after the October Commission meeting, to reinforce the
information he had presented earlier, Mr. Quaid provided the
staff with a tide calendar that indicated lunar high tides would
last about 20 hours a month.

With respect to Mr. Quaid's December 9, 1988, testimony to the
Commission, we agree that he did not indicate that the road would
be " impassable," rather, he stated that it would be " impossible"
to evacuate the beach during high course tides. Additionally,
our report is not referring to Mr. Quaid's December testimony
when we state the beach is " isolated." Our report clearly refers
to the staff's comment during the October meeting that "...those
beaches are isolated only approximately four hours a month".
(See page 98 of October 14, 1988, Commission meeting transcript)'

We agree there was contradictory information. However, this is
another example of the staff not resolving differences in-

information they received or providing the Commission with all

| available information for its consideration.

In their comment the staff uses information obtained from the

.
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Head of the Department of Lands and Natural Resources in Duxbury
to explain certain staff statements made at the Commission
meetings. Since that time, the staff has learned that this
individual had no responsibility for emergency response planning
for Duxbury and further, he has denied in writing ever making the
comments attributed to him by the NRC staff. Therefore, we
question the staff's continued use of this information to support ,

their position.

.

24. Pagg 14. line 21, states

"During the December 9, 1988, Commission meeting, the NRC staff
told the Commission that the Saquish Beach summer population was
less than 700. The staff did not recall the source of this
population figure and they could not explain why they thought it
was more accurate than the larger numbers made available to them
by other sources. We noted, however, that in February 1989,
after Pilgrim was authorized to restart, the NRC staff agreed
with local emergency planning officials that a Saguish Beach
population of between 2,000 and 4,000 for most summer weekends
and perhaps 5,000 on holiday weekends was reasonably accurate.
(See also page 5 of Executive Summary.)

Comnent No. 24

We believe that the context of the question related to the summer
" resident" population and we believe that such context is clear
in the response. The staff figure of 700 refen'ed to the
resident population of Saquish-Gurnet and was derived from the

-

Evacuation Time Estimate. The staff was also aware that the *

total population of the area swelled to 2,000 to 4,000 on
weekends, and to S.000 on-holiday weekends. In a context that
related to " day trippers", the staff informed the Commission on
October 14, 1988, thet the beach population was approximately
2,000 to 4,000~(see transcript page 98).

As stated in, the December-9,L1988 testimony to the Commission on
pages 176 and 177, "The town of Duxbury, particularly the
Department of Land and Natural Resources, has the necessary
resources to effect an evacuation of this' area, and this
department head believes a peak population for this area is
4,000, with 3,000 being-typical."

-Comment No. 24-OIG Response

We disagree with the staff'regarding the context of this
statement. The staff statement regarding tha Saquish Beach- -

population was not made in response to a quesrton, but,~was made
as part of the staff's prepared testimony. Tne staff's-figure of.
700 did not refer to the resident population of Saquish Beach.
During the December 9, 1988, meeting the staff told the

.
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Commission that access to the Saguish/Gurnet area is limited to
the residents and the summer population is less than 700.
(Emphasis added) This is not a true statement since access to
this area is not limited to just the 700 residents, but rather,
as acknowledged by the staff in their comment there are
approximately 2,000 to 4,000 people on the Saquish/Gurnet beaches
during the summer.,

We have considered the staff's comment which refers to their
December 9, 1988, testimony regarding the town of Duxbury's plan,

to evacuate a beach population of 3,000 te 4,000. This comment
is not relevant to Saquish/Gurnet, however, since it pertains to
Duxbury Beach. As acknowledged by the staff on page 176 of the
transcript the Saguish/Gurnet area is jurisdictionally part of
the tovn of Plymouth, not Duxbury, for evacuation purposes.

25. Pace 14, line 31, states:

" Additionally, during the December meeting the staff reported to
the Commission that several EPZ school committees had yet to
approve the school implementing procedures. This statement was
misleading because, as the staff learned during their visits to
the EPZ communities during late October and early November 1988,
none of the school committees had approved these procedures."

Comment No. 25

A review of the status concerning the school implementing
procedures (IPs) for each town was conducted during the meetings
with emergency response officials between October 25 and November
2, 1988. During those meetings the officials provided the
following status: (2) for carver, all IPs had been through the
local review process and forwarded to FEMA. The school committee
was working en a procedural concern, however, there was no

,

statement renarding their non-approval; (2) in Duxbury, the
schoo' commiv. tee did not agree with the IP as written; (3) in
Kingston, all IPs had been through the local review process and
forwarded to FEMA. The school committee however, was addressing
a potential change to the IP; (4) in Marshfield all IPs had been
through the local review process and forwarded to FEMA. There is
no reference to e school committee, however, the Schos1
Superintendent was opposed to a plan that he had not personally
approved; and (5) in Plymouth the school IP had not received
local approval or school committee approval. This information-

was provided directly to the NRC staff by local planning
officials, and verified to be accurate. (This infcrmation is all
documented in reports edolosed with the EDO's November 15, 1988-

,

i memorandum to the Commission referenced in Comment th). 8.)

|

|
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Comment No. J5-OIG ResDonse

We have reviewed the staff's comment and documentation, and wo do
not believe they refute the information in our report. Based on
the staff's comment, it seems clear to us that the local
officials were saying that the sche ' committees were either
still developing draft procedures o. had gone on record as
disapproving those draft procedures presented to them for review. ,

(NRC Note: Copies of documents referred to in the NRC comments .

are attached.)

(OIG Note: The OIG reviewed these documents during the
inspection. They are not included as attachments to our report.)

,
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